17-16 - 3-5-10.  

**SMITH**

**ARTHR**

**RD.**

**PICK**

**TASSY**

**POLE**

**APPLE**

**STAKES**

**14"**

**IP - USED AS WITNESS COR.**

**LARGE SPIKE W/ WASHER**

**PK. TRUNK OF PINE.**

**PICK**

**TASSY**

**POLE**

**Found 15" I.D. approx. 10 ft. outside RD. Wayne fence, which I occupied with transit. Took back site from fence to west placed large spike with washer for 3/4 cor. To Sec. 16 + 17 - 3-5-10. - 300 ft. distance west, which falls on white stripe of RD. Made witness points as above drawing.

Indicates this day - Sept. 29, 1964.

In presence of - FRANCIS L. SMITH

GAIL ARTHUR
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